A semantic approach for text document clustering using frequent itemsets and WordNet
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Abstract

Document Clustering is an unsupervised method for classified documents in clusters on the basis of their similarity. Any document get it place in any specific cluster, on the basis of membership score, which calculated through membership function. But many of the traditional clustering algorithms are generally based on only BOW (Bag of Words), which ignores the semantic similarity between document and Cluster. In this research we consider the semantic association between cluster and text document during the calculation of membership score of any document for any specific cluster. Several researchers are working on semantic aspects of document clustering to develop clustering performance. Many external knowledge bases like WordNet, Wikipedia, Lucene etc. are utilized for this purpose. The proposed approach exploits WordNet to improve cluster member ship function. The experimental result shows that clustering quality improved significantly by using proposed framework of semantic approach.
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1. Introduction

Now a days to solve any query, search engine is very useful and instant tool. Internet is fastest method to learn, understand and solve any problem or get any information from worldwide knowledge base. But many times when we search for any query we get many irrelevant information with less relevant information with respect to our query. Generally all search engines are using document clustering to display query results in organized and in effective manner. Document clustering is unsupervised methodology which collects relevant document in one group. Grouping of similar document in a group such that documents in a group are more similar then a document belongs to another group. This process is called document clustering. But many of the traditional clustering algorithms are mostly based on only BOW, which ignores the semantic similarity between document and Cluster. Document Clustering handles unstructured text, which has many challenges. Text documents are normally full of abstract concepts, which difficult to represent by using traditional methodology of text mining. Due to lacking of this, traditional document clustering algorithms are not capable to present semantic associations among the words and penalties in less qualitative output.

Use of external knowledge base is being very helpful to develop semantic based approaches for document clustering. WordNet (Miller, 1995) is the most extensively used lexica for English language. In recent research work, WordNet has been broadly used to increase quality of document clustering. WordNet is a lexical knowledge, based on conceptual look up which organize lexical information in terms of word meaning, rather than word form. The use of WordNet in clustering captures the relations between the words and help to identify the precise cluster of the documents. Our experiment results shows that by using proposed framework more pure clusters are generated. The reminder of this paper is organized as per the following: Section 2 present the related works. Section 3 discussed on WordNet. Section 4 shows proposed algorithm’s framework, Section 5 presents experiment evaluation and results and finally section 6 provide conclusion and scope for future work.

2. Related works

So far, document clustering has been comprehensively explored and many techniques has been suggested to deal with it. Document clustering techniques can be categorised in to three broad classes: Partitioning method [21], Agglomerative and divisive clustering [2] and item set based clustering [5]. Many clustering algorithms, based on partitioning or hierarchical methodology like K-Means [12], [14] and its variants, Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering (HAC) [1], [3], [22], and Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) [21] performs efficiently for low dimensional data but in case of high dimensional data they results in poor clustering. Frequent item set based algorithms handle the complexity of high dimensionality of text documents by selecting only frequent item sets as features for clustering. Hierarchical Frequent Term based Clustering (HFTC) [4] proposed by Beil F, Ester M, Xu X (2002) did prodigious contribution in this direction. Many researchers [15], [19], [20] had discussed the performance improvisation of algorithms, based on association rule mining. After that Fung, et al proposed Hierarchical Document Clustering using frequent item sets (FHIC) [5] which use association rule mining and provides meaningful labels [11] to the clusters. All the above algorithms are not considered the semantic associations of the words. From last nine-ten years many researchers [9] have been using External knowledge base.
for associate meanings with words. WordNet is extensively used by researchers for this purpose. Related works done by researchers in past ten years using WordNet is exhaustively summarized in tabular form:

| Table 1: Summarized Details on Review of Document Clustering Algorithms Using WordNet |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Paper Title                                  | Clustering Algorithm                           | Evaluation Parameters                                    |
| Exploiting noun phrases and semantic relationship for text document clustering[27] | detection of noun phrases with the use of WordNet as background knowledge | Purity and entropy                                       |

3. WordNet

WordNet is the extensively acknowledged lexical system developed at Princeton University based on psycholinguistic concepts of human lexica memory. Many of the Natural language processing applications used WordNet for Word Sense Disambiguation, find semantic distance between words, Machine Translation, Search engine processing, Plagiarism detection, Sentiment analysis etc. WordNet organized terms into taxonomic hierarchies, WordNet established the lexical or semantical connections between noun, verb, adjective, and adverb form of words, by creating synonyms sets called synsets. One synset is link with other synsets by using relationships like Hyponym/Hypernym, Meronym/Holonym relationships. Various methods are proposed by researchers for finding semantic similarity between terms. Semantic similarity is confidence score of two words which explains likeness of their meaning. According to Meng et al. [26] Semantic similarity measures [9] can be broadly categorized in four classes: path length based measures, information content based measures, feature based measures, and hybrid measures.

1) Path length based measures: It is based on the length of the path connecting the concepts and the location of the concepts in the taxonomy [18]. It counts edges between concepts. The disadvantage of this method is two pairs with equal length of shortest path will results in same similarity.

2) Information content based measures: It is based on the principle that if two concepts are sharing more common information that means they are more similar [17].

3) Feature based measures: According to this measure two concepts becomes more similar if they have more common features and less uncommon features [16]. This measure is not work properly if complete feature sets of concepts are not available.

4) Hybrid measure: This measure combines the principles proposed in path length based measures, information content based measures and feature based measure. It also consider the relations like IS-A, Part- of more finding semantic similarity.


Proposed approach consist four steps, namely Pre-processing, Dimension reduction, Initial Cluster Construction and Final Cluster Construction.

**Fig. 1: Flow of Document Clustering.**

The whole process of proposed algorithm is explained in following section, before which the projection on important definitions is given below:

**Definition 1:** The global frequent itemset is a set of items that seem together in more than a minimum fraction of the corpus.

**Definition 2:** The global support of an itemset is the percentage of documents encompassing the itemset.

**Definition 3:** A global frequent item refers to an item that belongs to some global frequent itemset.

**Definition 4:** A global frequent item is called cluster frequent item for any cluster $C_i$, if the item is present in some minimum fraction of documents in $C_i$.

**Definition 5:** Maximal Frequent Item set is a frequent item set for which none of its immediate supersets are frequent.

**Definition 6:** Hidden Support is a global support of an item, which is not global frequent item, but item is semantically related with global frequent item set of cluster.

**Step 1: Preprocessing**

In first step targeted documents are collected, which also knew as text corpus. Each document of corpus is splits into terms are extracted as features. Preprocessing of terms includes, removing of stop words and then stemmed them to their base form. After that weight of each term is computed in reference with its frequency of occurrence in a document. Proposed algorithm used the term frequency – inverse document frequency (tfidf) model for computing weight for the term.

$$d = tf \times idf.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where tf is the frequency of the term $i$ in the document and idf is the inverse frequency of $I$ in the corpus.

**Step 2: Dimension reduction Step**
In our approach, we first apply Apriori algorithm on all the documents to mine the maximally frequent item sets (MFIs). Maximal frequent itemsets (MFIs) are the closed frequent itemsets which has no immediate frequent superset. We limit our MFIs min-size to 2. The use of MFIs advances efficiency [10], [13], [23], accuracy and the removal of small size MFIs add further improvement.

Step 3: Constructing Initial Clusters
This step constructs a cluster for each maximal frequent item set. All documents that containing same item set are included in the same cluster. So if frequent item set mining algorithm generates five maximal frequent item sets from document vectors. Then we construct an initial cluster for each maximal frequent item sets i.e. we have five initial clusters. These initial clusters have very much overlapping among them. So this step results in soft clustering.

Step 4: Finding Final Cluster
Final cluster is basically most suitable cluster for any document, so this step outputs hard clustering. In this research we consider the semantic association between cluster and text document during the calculation of membership score of any document for any specific cluster. The score function consist three parts: Rewarding part, Penalty part and Bonus part. Suppose that item x appears in dj. For calculating score of cluster Ci for any dj we reward Ci if x, which is present in dj is also cluster frequent item for cluster Ci, otherwise we penalize Ci. The Bonus part is global support (hidden weight) of the hidden term. So if the hidden term is semantically related with the cluster label than only hidden weight will be given otherwise it will be ignored.

\[
Score(C_i \rightarrow d_j) = \left[ \frac{\sum x \cdot cluster \_support\{x\}}{\sum x' \cdot global \_support\{x'\}} \right] - HS
\]

x represents a global frequent item in dj and also cluster frequent item in Ci
x represents a global frequent item in dj but not cluster frequent item in Ci
n(x) is frequency of x in the feature vector of dj
n(x') is the frequency of x' in the feature vector of dj

In our experiment we used Wu and Palmer measure for finding the association between two terms. It is a path based method. It calculates the association of two concepts using the lowest common subsumer of two concepts lcs(c1,c2), which is the first shared concept on the paths from the concepts to the root concept of the ontology hierarchy. Using path based method we calculate semantic association between hidden term and cluster labels.

\[
sim(c, c') = \frac{2 \cdot depth(lcs)}{1(lc) + 1(lc') + 2 \cdot depth(lcs)}
\]

5. Experimental evaluation
To evaluating the cluster quality, we used F-Score. The F-Score values are in the range [0,1] and largest F-score value indicate higher cluster quality. We compare F-Score value of our algorithm with other algorithm i.e. FIHC and TDC. Classic4, Reuters WAP, Hitech and Re0 datasets were used for experiment purpose. The experiment results of some algorithms like TDC [32], FIHC [5], etc were taken from the results stated in [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>TDC</th>
<th>FIHC</th>
<th>SMFTDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wap</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic4</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitech</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scalability of SMFTDC testing consider 10 random datasets from Reuter dataset with the number of document increase from 1000 to 10000. Two min support at 30% and 50% are experimented. Fig. 4 shows that the execution time of both FIHC and SMFTDC is linear with respect to the number of documents and also SMFTDC outperforms.
Our Semantic Maximal Frequent Term based document clustering Method results in less overlapping clusters and improve quality of final clusters. The SMFTDC method contributes in improvement of score function for generate quality clusters and use Maximal Frequent item sets. As per our method results showed in Table 2 that our approach outperforms its companion algorithms.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we presented document clustering using Maximal frequent item sets with semantic approach. Proposed algorithm use WordNet to take advantage of semantic aspects during clustering. We evaluate performance of our method on five standard datasets and found that our algorithm results comparatively good. In future we would like to work with another external knowledge base like Wikipedia for comparative analysis.
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